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About 1Step2Step
Vision Statement
1Step2Step seeks to demonstrate God’s love and care through the work of the staff in
valuing and developing the skills of all the children on Rachaprut ward at Bann Fuang Farr
Orphanage. Through love, care and therapy, children will develop to their full potential and
grow up to be valued Thai citizens with their own individual character and personality.
1step2step’s Past, Present and Future hopes for progress
Once Nicola had met the children in Thailand’s orphanage for children with disabilities on
her 6 weeks trip with Tearfund Transform Team, she was hooked. She returned there for a
year with the Tearfund partners CCD (Christian Care Foundation for Children with
Disabilities) and her heart for those children grew more. From a vision given by God (in that
time in Thailand) back in 2005 to ‘bring love and learning opportunities to the children of
Chongko ward by breaking down development milestones needed to progress into more
reachable play tasks to reach to new skills’ 1Step2step was born.
The team was formed in England from those who showed interest when Nicola shared the
vision God had given. These people were mainly housemates and friends from Church. The
start was slow as we sought out how to become a charity. We were blessed to be put in
touch with Grassroots Trust, who were willing to take us on as a project under their charity
status. We did our best to get the start right and contacted both the orphanage and the
heads of CCD before hand and received cautious but welcoming responses.
On arrival in Thailand Nicola was classed as a teacher working with a core group of children.
These children were chosen from 60 for a range of reasons. Two of the children were chosen
because they had potential but no one was helping them progress, two because they were
not deemed to have any ability and were switched off and two because they had families
who were still in contact and visited. Over the weeks, months and years the children made
strides physically, emotionally, socially and cognitively. Many started unable to raise their
head off the mat for more than a few seconds; others were bottle fed and gaining no weight.
One was hospitalised almost monthly. Skills came slowly and interaction and focus on
activities, built to greater successes. Sitting unaided for some and others just over time
became less challenging to hold or position. The progress was captured in pictures and
videos and slowly ward staff started to make comments that the children in Nicola’s group
were aware and seemed to understand what she was saying to them in Thai. Over time this
progressed to following commands like lift up your head, stretch your leg. They all now
respond to their names. Nicola continued to work with the children and build up resources
to help the children progress. She received a couple of volunteers to advise her in the work.
Consulting with physios, doctors, speech therapists and many other specialists to meet the
needs of the children with their help, has left her with a greater understanding of specialist
needs.
In contacting these professionals and with links from colleagues, we started receiving offers
of equipment. The first 20 foot container arrived and was given via the Department of Social
Development and Welfare (DSDW) to Bann Feung Fah orphanage, where Nicola volunteer’s.
Just over a year later we sent the second to Ratchawadee Girl’s orphanage for older girls,
with more items as our contacts had grown and there was more offered. The 3rd container
was so much that we had to send a 40 foot container to Ratchawadee Boy’s orphanage and
that was full to bursting with amazing items. We were even able to give some to NGO
charities and government homes we had previously had no contact with. A 4th container has
now gone to Nonthapoom orphanage, so all the four orphanages have now received one
shipment, shared with others.
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Due to these new relationships with the other homes in the area (mainly Ratchawadee Girls,
Ratchawadee Boys and Nonthapoom orphanages) 1step2step was getting to be known of
there and at the DSDW, but the orphanage have recently be moved to come under a
different government department.
In 2009 it looked like getting a visa was going to become impossible and that Nicola might
have then have had no way of staying in Thailand. This was a blow but 1step2step team was
determined that if it was going to have to leave and subsequently fold (due to not having a
worker in Thailand), we were going to finish and use the funds in a big way by given them as
much insight to why we had cared for those years about their children. 1step2step invited
heads of the orphanages to England for a study tour on disability awareness. We planned
trips and events for them to increase their understanding of disability. Sadly the dates for
the group to travel were affected by the ash cloud in Iceland and the whole trip put on hold.
It was rescheduled for 5 months later and that trip went ahead. They saw schools which
catered for children with severe and profound disabilities and mainstream schools who had
children with disabilities in mainstream schools. They saw residential homes, small group
community homes and met up with adoption families. We took them over to Northern
Ireland as well.
The trip was a great success and they shared that they had learnt lots from the insights and
were pleased to have had the opportunities. Since then we have been asked by the
department to host the DSDW senior staff for a study tour also. This they funded and we
organised many visits both in Lancaster (1step2step’s home town) and in London. They saw
similar places but met with heads of national charities and with members of the House of
Parliament too. They were truly affected by what they heard and saw especially about
Ofsted and CQC inspections that safeguard those with disabilities in the U.K.
Last year we hosted another tour, this time for both orphanage superintendents and the
senior staff from the new Department.
These trips have enhanced the department’s understanding of what England (and other
countries they have visited) strives for, for the people with disabilities in their society. It’s
opened up a communication with the DSDW which 1step2step could have not imagined or
instigated without God’s amazing direction and influence.
1Step2step has, over time, grown from a committee of 6 to 10 and due to our working to
become an independent charity, we now have 5 trustees also. We have a huge number of
supporters who give by means of funding and prayer to sustain us. We have held a few
fundraising activities which have always been successful and we are blessed with so many
who feel that through our work and their commitment to it, they are having an effect on the
lives of the children at Bann Feung Fah and beyond.
1step2step has dreams for the future which we hope will leave even greater impact. One is
taking the 1step2step core children group on holiday in July/August 2013, which has now
been undertaken and was a huge success. Another is an intensive programme and award of
a study tour to England for the selected ward mums, so they can understand why
1step2step fights for progress in the quality of care for the children. Now we are an
independent charity, we hope for a second person on the ground in Thailand, working
alongside Nicola so that more successes and influences can be sought.
We feel strongly that God has many plans which he wants us to be his hands, feet and heart
on for the good of these children and the homes that care for them and we are willing to
stand for him to make those happen.
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Website and contact details.
Website
Postal address
Phone number
email

1step2step.org
140 Coulston Road, Lancaster LA1 3AB
01524 388199
info@1step2step.org
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Maps
World

Country

4

Pakkred and the orphanages

10
2
1

9

1. Nicola's home
2. Major cinema
3. Bann Feung Farr
4. Ratchawadee boy's
5. Ratchawadee girl's
6. Nontapoom
7. School for the blind
8. Orphanage for children with HIV
9. Orphanage for older able boys
10. Pakkred Full Gospel Church
11. Well baby orphanage
12. Home for destitute women

8
5
3

4
6

11

7

12

http://maps.google.co.uk/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=en&msa=0&msid=117294733863560648459.000472756c63f6edd4ac3&ll=13.905164,100.505998&spn=0.002463,0.003428&t=k&z=18
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Street level of Bang Fuang Farr

1
6
2
3

4

7
8
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1. Sick Ward
2. Ward for Blind children and the teachers
rooms
3. CCD Day Centre
4. Conference room
5. Offices, Physio and teaching rooms
6. Supanika: Ward for children who are older,
more able CP
7. Sittrang: Ward for older children with
learning difficulties.
8. Pakkagon: Ward for younger children with
learning difficulties.
9. Swimming pool
10. Ratchaput- this is Nicola's ward for the
those with CP
11. Canteen for children
12. Staff canteen
13. Open air room for events and celebrations.

9
12

10
11

13
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Understanding the value of Thai culture
There are many ways that Thai people show respect for others and it pays to try and engage in them
even just a little bit. We are in their beautiful country.
The ‘lonely planet guide’ puts it a bit like this that “Being seen to cleaving as close as possible to the
ideal of ‘Thai’ behaviour or ‘Thai-less’ has a bearing on one’s social status.”
If you find yourself thinking how you can do such things read on.
Thai people are tolerant of many things but you must not insult the monarchy or the religion that
this wonderful country holds on to. The King and Royal family are given great respect as the Royal
family and what they do for the country on the whole. Actions to consider are that wherever the
King’s image is, whether it is on stamps or money you should consider what you do. i.e. do not stand
on money if you drop it, as that would be putting your foot on the king’s image. Do not lick a stamp
because you would be making unclean an image of the King.
This even goes as far as to not putting your bags on the floor as it’s assumed you will have money in it
that has the king’s head on. It is common for Thais’ to pick your bag up and give it to you. Place it on
a spare chair or behind you.
While in Thailand if you hear the national anthem or royal families’ anthems, Thais’ stand up or sit
still. You as a westerner should too. This could happen in the street, airport, at the orphanage and is
always in the cinema. Stay standing till it is finished. If you see everyone around stop, you stop still
too.
Dressing modestly and of neat and clean appearance is important for Thai people. This is in every
day as well as when working. Also discretion in behaviour towards the opposite sex is polite too.
Although you may see Thai people (mainly younger Thais) in clothes that you would prefer to wear or
engaged in interaction with the opposite sex, it really does pay to hold to the traditional values if you
wish to be held in a good light by those you connect with in the work.
The clothing is particularly an issue if you wish to visit a temple. Shorts and sleeveless tops are
inappropriate for going in temples and you could be refused entry or made to hire extra clothing at a
price to permit your entry. Some also request that you have shoes with backs on so flip flops are not
permitted but this is rarer.
Monks should not be touched or handed anything by a woman. Should you ever need to give
something to a monk then it should be placed for him to pick up. Be aware also that on the boat taxi
on the river there is an area that Monks can stand. If a monk is on a bus you should not sit in the
empty seat next to him. Women should just generally keep their distance.
When greeting a Thai person you should put the palms of your hands together and line your pointer
fingers up with you upper lip and gently nod your head. If you feel you have that you can try also
saying ‘Sawadee Ka’ (female) ‘Sawadee Krup’ (male).
There are a few other titles you may hear such as ‘Nong’ which means younger person, ‘Pii’ which
means older person and ‘Khru’ which means teacher and ‘Khun’ which means a very honoured
person.
Ok on the matter of feet it is impolite to use your feet for pointing at things or holding things. To
touch someone with your foot is rude and disrespectful. They are seen as the lowest part of the
body. Sit with your legs crossed or feet to the side in a mermaid style position; do not sit with straight
legs out in front.
Regarding shoes because they go on feet you should take them off when you go in buildings at work
or in some shops. The rule is if you see a big pile of shoes near a door then remove yours and add
them to the pile before entering. Do not step over any part of someone else’s body. This includes
the children you meet where ever it is possible. If you have to as there is no other way say sorry ‘Kat
torn Ka (female) or Krup(male))’.
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The head is the highest and to be respected. Never touch a person on the head as this is rude. When
two people are talking and you need to walk through past duck your head slightly to show respect.
Smoking and drinking are seen as activities related to the lower status people so we request you
don’t do these unless told it is an ok situation.
It pays to keep these things in mind and try to be respectful of the Thai ways but if you forget
something don’t worry about it as people are understanding.
Thai commonly used by us at 1step2step
English word
Hello
Thankyou
How are you?
Fine
Sick
Question work
No
Yes
Correct

Thai word in English letters
Sawadee
Kop khun
Sabbia dee mai?
Sabbia dee
Ma sabbia
Mai?
Mai
Die
Chai

Never mind
Temperature
A cold
Diarrhoea
Hurt

Mai pen lie
Do lawn
Me wat
Tong siea
Jep

Itchy
injury
Doctor
Nurse
Dress wound
Children
Older person
Younger person
Same as Peek-a boo
Well done
Eat food
Full of food
Want
More
Food finished
Rice
Noodle
Water
Milk
Bottle
Spoon
Bowl

can
pear
Mor
Paya bann
Tam pair
Dec dec
Pe
Nong
Ya ay
Geng ma
Gin cow
Im leow
Ow
Ig
Mot leow
Cow
Gwatiou
Nam
Nom
Quart
Shawn
Cham

Variations/ connecting words
Ka for a girl, Krup for a boy.
Ka for a girl, Krup for a boy
Ka for a girl, Krup for a boy.
Ka for a girl, Krup for a boy.
Used at the end is a quesion
Used at the beginning of sentence.
More commonly used than yes/
die

If you are injured say this as ow
means want.
Any form of cut, sore or wound
‘Bye har mor’ is go see the doctor

‘Ow ig’ is want more
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Sweet snack
Delicious
Open your mouth
Chew
Swallow
Bite
Dribble
Play
Toy
Sit
Lye down
Stand
Walk
Roll over
Left
Right
big
Little
Little bit
Fat
Thin
Go
Come here
Lift up your arms
Lift up your head
Get it/ reach
Give it
Sit nicely
Independantly

Kanom
Aloy
Abba
Keyow
Klern
Gad
Nam liy
Len
Kong len
Nang
Non
Yern
Dern
Murn
Sigh
Quar
Yii
Lek
Nid noy
Owan
Pom
Bye
Manee
Yuk mur khun
Yuk hurra
Gep
Cor
Nang da dee
Eng

Good, nice
Cute
Naughty
stubborn
Happy
Unhappy
Fun
Excited
Very
Lots
Cry
Smile
Beautiful

Dee
Narrak
Sorn
Der
Me quum suk
Mai quum suk
Sanuk
Dee Ji
Mak
Yut
Long hi
Yim
Suwiy

Handsome
Home
Shower
Poo

Law
Bann
Ab nam
Key

‘Nang long’ is sit down
‘Non lap’ is go to sleep

‘Bye ti ow’ is to go on outing

‘Nang eng’ is sit on your own. ‘Gep
eng’ is get it on your own.

Normally said twice. ‘Mak mak’
Normally said twice. ‘Yut yut’
‘Yim Won’ is smile sweetly
Be careful with this one as it also
means bad luck
‘Bye gub bann’ is go home.
Only for use in the orphanage
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Wee
Nappy
Dirty
Room
Swimming
Outing
Finished outing
Bag
Shoe
Where is **?
Good bye
Good luck
Miss you

Chee
Pamper
Sukaplok
Hong
Why nam
Bye tii ow
Set leow
Grapow
Longtow
Uw tee niy
La gon
Chok dee
Key tung

Only for use in the orphanage

‘Hong snozzelem’ is sensory room

Before using these words please listen carefully as Thai is a tonal language and you could
be saying something very rude. Please use caution until confident when talking to Thai
staff.
Colour
Red
Yellow
Green

See (said before colour)
Deng
Lee yung
Key ow

1
2
3
4

Nun
Song
Sam
Si

Light blue
Dark blue
Brown
Black
White
Grey
Pink
Purple

Far
Num nung
Nam tan
Dam
Cow
Tow
Shampoo
Murwang

5
6
7
8
9
10
20
21
Hundred

Haa
Huk
Jet
Pad
Gow
Sib
Yey sib
Yey sib et
Roy
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Phrase Book
Bangkok
Suvarnabhumi
Airport
Don Muang Airport
Thai Baht
Nonthaburi
Pakkred
DSDW
Government staff
Bann
Faung Farr
Ratchaprut
Chongko
Serrappy
Supanika
Sittrang
Pakkagon
Brokhow
Dek Boy
Chumbatarn
hospital
Children’s hospital
Nontapoom

Ratchawadee Girl
Ratchawadee Boy

Capital city of Thailand.
This is the name of the Bangkok International Airport (BKK). It is about 1
hour from the Pakkred. This is for all flights internationally and some
domestic too.
This is the domestic airport which is right in the middle of Bangkok. This
used to be the international airport but now only does short haul flights
within Thailand and to the surrounding countries.
This is the currency used in Thailand and it’s about £1 to 50 Baht, varies.
Province of Thailand where the orphanage is.
Within the District of Nonthaburi where orphanage is. Situated about 40
minutes from central Bangkok.
Department of Social Development and Welfare in Thailand
The state orphanage staff.
78/9, 1, Bangtalad , Pakkred, Nonthaburi 11120 583-6815 583-4000
The ward where 1s2s work. This was for children with severe cerebral palsy
and additional needs.
The former ward I worked in that has been merged with the Serrapy ward.
This was for children with severe cerebral palsy.
Serrappy is the baby ward upstairs which used to be merged with
Ratchaprut children.
This is the ward for the more able children with cerebral palsy. Many of
these children can self-feed and move independently.
This is the ward for the older (mostly over 7’s) children with mental and
behavioural disabilities. Also deaf children.
This is the ward for the younger (mostly under 7’s) children with mental
disabilities. Also deaf children.
This is the ward for the blind children.
This is the ward for all the very ill children. These children need closer
monitoring medically and most are tube fed.
This is the hospital that the children from the orphanage go to when they
need medical attention which the orphanage cannot provide. It’s about 5
minutes away from the orphanage by mini bus.
The children’s hospital is in Bangkok and used for specialist treatments.
Our children have leg surgery there.
This is the orphanage across the road which takes the older children
(mostly over 10 years and into middle age+) who are deemed to be more
able mentally. This orphanage has a ratio of 2 carers to 60 and the children
have a lot more freedom. Here they do get some physio and maybe
schooling.
This is the orphanage down the road which takes the older girls (mostly
over 10 years and into middle age+) who have learning disabilities. This
orphanage has a ratio of 2 carers to 60. Here a few will get physio.
This is the orphanage down the road which takes the older boy (mostly
over 10 years and into middle age+) who have learning disabilities. This
orphanage has a ratio of 2 carers to 60. Here a few will get physio.
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Pakkred Full
Gospel Church
Christ Church in
Bangkok

Cheangwattana
community church
(CCC)
‘CCD’
(Christian Care
foundation for
children with
disabilities)
‘For Life’
P.T
O.T
S+L.T
Portage

Colostomy Bag
(Medical
information)
NG tube feed
(Medical
information)

This is the church that used to attend. It is Thai speaking but has people
willing to translate. It is a lively place similar in many ways to St.Thomas.
(Pakkred Full Gospel Church - 56/14 Moo 5 Changwattana Road Pak Kret
Nonthaburi 11120 Thailand - 662-5841631)
This is an English-speaking congregation; mainly expats attend. It’s a
traditional service style. It’s about an hour and a half away. We sometimes
go there for Christmas and Easter services.
Christ Church (Anglican) - 11 Convent Road Silom Road Bangrak Bangkok
10500 - 662-2343634 http://www.christchurchbangkok.org/
This church is English speaking, American style in the expat compound
Nichada Thani. 10 minutes away from home.
This is the church I attend regularly.
This is a charity that works with children in the orphanages. They have
three day centres and their own children’s home called Rainbow House.
They used to be run by a UK charity and Thai man but now its run by the
Thai man. They are the charity the Christ Church ladies go to.
This is a UK charity, which has been set-up by a former volunteer for CCD
to help them raise money and recruit volunteers.
Physiotherapist.
Occupational therapist.
Speech and Language therapist.
This is a developmental program to help children with special needs to
make progress in easier to reach small steps. The workers use play to help
the children practice new skills.
http://www.portage.org.uk
This is required when a person cannot pass waste. Part of the intestine is
brought to the surface of the skin (the stoma) so that waste can be
collected a bag which is attached on the outside of the body.
This is when a child is fed milk through a tube that passes down the nose
to the stomach.

About coming out to Thailand
Injections
All volunteers will have to make an appointment with their doctor or the travel clinic to
find out their own personal immunisation needs but the ones essential for Thailand are
commonly known to be...
• Diphtheria
• Tetanus
• Polio
• Hepatitis A virus
• Hepatitis B virus (because your working these vulnerable people)
• Typhoid
• Malaria (if you intend to travel to borders after the holiday)
This is not a list to take to the Doctors. We advise you to take the statement below to
the doctor/ travel clinic nurse and they will inform you of which immunizations are
advised to get.
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‘I will be going to Nonthaburi, Bangkok, Thailand as a volunteer working with
disabled children in a Government run orphanage. I will be there for *** weeks.'
Please tell the doctor if you have further plans to travel in the region after your time with
1step2step.
Finances
You will buy your own flights and personal travel/medical insurance. Advice will be given
if needed. You will also need money for your food and accommodation.
It is hard to work out how much people should bring to cover costs as everyone has
different standards of how they wish to live and how much they are used to being free or
restricted by their funds. A standard meal is about 50 baht and drinks are about 15 baht.
Obviously any familiar western style things are more costly. Macdonald’s for example is
about 150 b for a standard meal.
If you live a basic life style (eating Thai meals, not loads of touristy trips and shopping)
you can live on about 6000 baht for a month which is about £120. You would need extra
for airport pick up runs on arrival and departure and visa costs, if staying more than 30
days. Living a more western life style will increase your funding needs. It is advised to
have a visa bank card with you even if it’s just for emergencies as private hospitals will
not treat you without showing you have the means to pay.
Visa
You will be advised on this, case by case, as it depends on how long you are staying for in
Thailand. Basics are - 30 days granted on arrival of a tourist visa. If you get a visa before
leaving the UK you can be granted 60 days and with this there is chance of an extension
of a further 30 days granted at the discretion of the officer at the immigration office.
For volunteering longer than this you will need to get a non-immigrant visa ‘O’ (single
entry or multi entry). This permits you to work as a volunteer (unpaid work), get
extensions to that visa and means you need a work permit.
If you intention is to leave and come back in to Thailand, on the same visa it must be a
multi entry visa. If it’s the extension of single entry, you will not be permitted back in on
that visa and will be given the standard 30 day tourist one. If you are on the extension
you will need to get a re-entry.
This information changes and so checking all this will need to be done with the Thai
consulate.
Uniform
You will be given 1 1step2step T-shirt to wear while at work. You will have the option of
buying a second one if you wish. You will be asked to bring with you full length black
trousers to wear with this shirt. This is the uniform you will wear everyday you are
working with the children at the orphanage. If there is a special occasion you may be
asked to wear the colour that matches other staff working at the home. This could
include full black shoes and long black skirts for females in such cases as royalty coming to
the home. On trips you will be advised regarding clothes as there are many factors that
vary in this situation. If it is taking children to church then free style is permitted, if it is
with ward staff then you will be asked to either wear a shorter skirt like them or to wear
your 1step2step t-shirt with you black trousers.
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Insurance
You will need your own travel/medical insurance. You will be covered under
1Step2Step’s insurance when you are working with the children and in the orphanage for
public liability.
A pack of forms will be sent to you if you decide you would like to volunteer to work
with 1Step2Step Lt. In Thailand. These will include:Medical disclaimer form
Volunteer disclaimer form
Application form
You will need to complete a DBS clearance form online. Details will be sent once you
have been accepted as a volunteer. It costs £7.50
Please request these forms if you wish volunteer and a meeting will be arranged with
one/two of the trustees, prior to the final decision being made as to if your application is
successful.
If completing the forms, send them back to 140 Coulston Road Lancaster, LA1 3AB. UK
Telephone 01524 388199

Thank you for showing interest in our work and if you have any
further questions, please email or telephone us.
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